Histograms of phase differences are often used to infer synchrony among coupled neurons. We use the phase resetting curve (PRC) measured under the assumption of pulsatile coupling in an isolated model and biological neurons to predict phase-locking when the neurons are reciprocally coupled via the dynamic clamp. For two coupled neurons without delays, the interval between when a neuron spikes and when it receives an input from the other neuron is the stimulus interval(ts), and the interval between when it receives an input and when it spikes next is the recovery interval (tr). The recovery interval in one neuron in any given cycle is equal to the stimulus interval in the other neuron by definition. We calculate the recovery interval in each neuron for each stimulus interval using the PRC, then plot the two tr/ts curves so that intervals that are equal by definition are on the same axes. The recovery interval on the curve for one neuron is mapped to the stimulus interval on the other curve, tracing a stair-step pattern (see Fig. [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For the case in which a stable intersection (Fig. [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) predicts phase-locking without noise, the map output with Gaussian noise added to the PRC (Fig. [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) is a good match to the data (not shown), as noise broadens the histogram and decreases the circular statistic R^2^ (Fig. [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). If the two curves are close in a range of phases, but never actually intersect, the network phase changes relatively slowly at those phases, resulting in a peak in the histogram of network phases that we call a weak, near-locking. The output of the map qualitatively also matches experimental data. For this case (not shown), the histogram and R^2^ of the map output are not very sensitive to noise. Thus, PRCs can predict and help interpret the sensitivity of the network to noise. Modulation of noise levels could theoretically synchronize and desynchronize coupled neural oscillators that can lock precisely in the absence of noise, whereas weak, near-lockings are only slightly modulated by noise.

![**Noise-induced slipping.(A)** Raster plot of the relative phase of the biological neuron (ts~bio~ / P~net~) predicted on successive cycles by the map showing a preferred phase with episodes of slipping. **(B)** Histogram of the relative phases with a broad peak near that predicted by the fixed point in C. **(C)** The ts-tr plot for the model neuron (red) and biological neuron (green). Map trajectories approach the fixed point (star) from the left, but on the right they diverge and \"wrap\" around from the x to the y axis, causing the slippage.](1471-2202-11-S1-P18-1){#F1}
